
 NOTE: 
 If fitting a pumped trap follow the above 
 instructions with the exception of                       
.installation of the trap itself, Point 5 & 6. 

 The trap is a one part trap fed through from 
 the top of the Eco-dec®.
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Remove Eco-dec®. Decide upon the position 
of the waste pipe knocking out a hole in the 
adjacent wall if required. It will be necessary 
to remove an area to sufficient depth under the 
outlet position to accomodate the shower trap.
(Approximate trap depth 95mm x 110mm wide). 
Ensure the trap is fully supported 
underneath with a weak sand and cement mix. 
 

Apply a ‘weak’ sand and cement mix to the 
proposed area. This will ensure  Eco-dec® is 
fully supported. 
Caution! Ensure the void around the trap body 
is also filled. DO NOT rely solely on support 
from under the flange

Place trap body into Eco-dec® and ensure that 
the top surface of the trap flange will finish flush 
with, or just below, the floor surface on which 
the sheet flooring is to be laid.  

(If you are using a pump, the fitting of the 
shallower pumped trap is the same).

Carefully place Eco-dec® into its position. 
Checking levels in both directions, gently 
press Eco-dec® down until level seating is 
achieved. Evenly apply a heavy weight across 
Eco-decs® top surface and leave to set.

Attach flange to the trap body using the 4 bolts 
provided, ensuring that the rubber seal is in place. 
Secure flange to Eco-dec®, there are 4 off countersunk 
indentations in the flange to assist with this. 

Connect trap to waste pipe for outflow drain.

Once the floor covering is laid, screw into 
position the trap clamping ring using the bolts 
provided, ensuring the inner cup and dip tube 
can still be removed.
Fit the shower traps push on cover plate. 

You can now install your chosen 
shower enclosure.
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Use the screws provided to secure the Eco-dec® to the 
floor. Ensure Eco-dec® is secured along all 4 edges to 
eliminate any movement. Use extra screws if required.

TIP: Fill the joint, using a resin car body filler or 
similar to form a strong bond between the 
Eco-dec® and the floor.
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At this stage you will now be ready to bond 
into position the relelvant covings and floor 
coverings.   
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Excavate the floor within the marked area to a 
sufficient depth of 24mm to accept Eco-dec®
NB: Eco-dec 900x900 will only need 
excavating 22mm
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Ensure Eco-dec® fits neatly into the recess. 
Mark shower trap position.
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Locate Eco-dec® in the corner to which it is 
going to be finally positioned and mark lines 
around the outer edge.
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 Technical Helpline: 
 0800 292 2110

 NOTE: Bond vinyl sheet flooring to    
 the floor using a 2 part water resistant  
 adhesive. All flooring should be installed  
 in accordance with the manufacturers  
 guidelines.
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